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2018 Auto TPO: 20 Years Young 
SPE’s TPO Automotive Engineered Polyolefins Conference 

Draws Celebratory Crowd to Detroit  

By Peggy Malnati

SPE TPO CONFERENCE

Special treats were in store for the record-breaking 992 attendees at the 2018 SPE TPO
Automotive Engineered Polyolefins Conference in Troy, Mich., to celebrate the event’s
20th anniversary. Attendees from around the globe gathered Oct. 7 to 10 to discuss

the latest automotive innovations in thermoplastic polyolefins (TPOs), thermoplastic elastomers
(TPEs), thermoplastic vulcanizates (TPVs), and short- and long-glass polypropylene (PP)
compounds. 

A record-breaking 992 attendees from around the world gathered in the Detroit suburbs from Oct. 7 to 10 to discuss
the latest in automotive TPOs, TPEs, and TPVs at the 20th SPE Auto TPO conference. Courtesy of SPE Detroit Section/Jill Bahm
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For two decades, the show has been organized by mem-
bers of sPE’s Detroit section, which itself is celebrating its
75th anniversary this year. Conference proceeds are used
for a number of charitable causes. scholarships are funded
through the sPE Detroit Foundation, as are PlastiVan visits
to Michigan middle schools. Resin and press time are
donated to toys for tots and injection-molded toy cars
are presented to needy children in southeast Michigan at
Christmas. the proceeds also provide support for local
Michigan-based student sPE chapters. interested college
students were invited to attend the conference free to net-
work and learn more about the automotive plastics industry.

interestingly, the format for the technical program as
well as the layout of exhibit space were changed heading
into this year’s program. Organizers reduced the number
of exhibitors from 80 in 2017 to 64, but provided more
space and greater focus on sponsors and exhibitors that
supported this year’s program. technical presentations
also were cut back from 80 to 60, to make room for daily
“super sessions,” which, combined, gave attendees a
broader look at trends reshaping both personal mobility
and plastics. During lunch, the facility converted the large
room where morning talks were held into three side-by-
side rooms that held the afternoon’s three parallel

technical tracks. additionally, two free tutorials were
offered to conference attendees sunday afternoon while
exhibitors set up their displays. John Mara, technical and
marketing manager with amfine Chemical Corp. of Has-
brouck Heights, N.J., and Yota tsuneizumi, a member of
the technical service team with aDEKa Corp. of tokyo
co-presented a talk on Review of Basic Polymer Stabiliza-
tion Principles and Advanced Stabilizer & Antistatic
Solutions for Polypropylene-based TPO Automotive Appli-
cations. this was followed by a tutorial on Automotive
TPV—A Solution Approach by Morteza Jandeghi, process
development engineer with alterra Holdings of Clifton,
N.J. Networking receptions were held sunday, Monday,
and tuesday evenings.   

Technical Programming: from 
Macro- to Micro-
Morning super sessions challenged keynote speakers and
industry experts to reflect on two decades of progress in
automotive tPOs and to speculate how they might evolve
in the near future. 

Monday’s technical programming started off with two
back-to-back keynotes from lon Offenbacher, president
and chief executive officer of inteva Products llC of troy,
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For the 20th-anniversary program, organizers reduced the total number of exhibits but provided more space and
greater focus on sponsors and exhibitors that supported this year’s program. It certainly did not slow down net-
working or booth traffic in the exhibition areas. Photos by Peggy Malnati
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Mich., speaking on the topic of A Look Back and a Look
Forward. He was followed by Heiko Pries, manager quality
assurance for materials technology for Audi AG of Ingol-
stadt, Germany, who challenged the audience with a talk
on What Will the Future Hold for Us? After a morning
break, Mike Balow, senior advisor with Asahi Kasei Plastics
North America Inc. of Fowlerville, Mich., gave a talk on
An Overview of Key Material Developments in Engineered
Polyolefins for Automotive Applications. He was followed
by a talk from Rose Ryntz, vice president of advanced
development and materials engineering for IAC Group of
Southfield, Mich., on the topic of Have Plastic Surfaces
been Enhanced?

On Tuesday, the morning lineup included keynotes from
Suzanne Cole, CEO of Miller Cole LLC (with offices in both
Washington and Detroit), who gave a timely update on
The Impact of the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) on the Plastics Industry. She was followed by Joel
Morales, executive director of polyolefins Americas with
IHS Markit of Houston, whose keynote was on Global Trade
for TPO. After a break, Robert Eller, president of Robert
Eller Assoc. LLC of Akron, Ohio, spoke on the topic of
Twenty Years of TPO and TPE Evolution in Auto Interiors
and a Vision of the Future. He was followed by Mark Pilette,
global product line manager for exterior trim with Magna
Exteriors of Troy, Mich., who spoke on the topic of Driving

To make room for keynotes and “super-session” commentary by industry experts during morning technical program-
ming, Auto TPO organizers reduced the total number of regular technical presentations. However, there was plenty
of innovation discussed and sessions enjoyed good attendance and active participation by audience members.
Courtesy of SPE Detroit Section/Jill Bahm
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Innovation and Material Collaboration on Exterior Products.
and on Wednesday, James guilfoyle, executive vice pres-
ident of advanced polymer solutions and global supply
chain for lyondellBasell of Houston, gave a keynote on
How the Industry has Changed over the last 20 Years and
What the Future Holds for Polyolefins. guilfoyle also updat-
ed the audience on lyondellBasell’s recent acquisition of
a. schulman, inc. of Fairlawn, Ohio, which is being com-
bined with the company’s global PP compounding business
to create a leading advanced Polymer solutions business
unit. after a break, two final industry experts shared their
reflections on the state of the industry starting with
Matthew Marks, senior manager of market development
and technical service for automotive americas with saBiC
of Wixom, Mich., who spoke about Polypropylene and its
Use in Structural Automotive Applications. He was followed
by Jason Holbrook, sales manager with KraussMaffei Corp.
of toledo, Ohio, who spoke about 20 Years of Develop-
ments in Process and Equipment Trends. 

Each afternoon, three parallel technical tracks moved
topics from the big-picture view to detailed updates on
the latest in materials, process, equipment, and application
developments.  Monday’s lineup pitted Materials Devel-
opment against sessions on Surface Enhancements &
Coatings and Process Developments & Simulations. tues-
day afternoon’s sessions featured Interior Applications
going up against Lightweighting Technologies and Sus-

tainability & Emissions. and Wednesday’s late-morning
technical programming continued the conversation with
shorter sessions on Materials Development, Surface
Enhancements & Coatings, and Interior Applications. With
such a rich offering of topics, the challenge was to catch
as much innovation as possible in the time available.

New and Noteworthy
there were lots of interesting talks and displays to see
during the conference. However, the most buzz-worthy
technology at the show seemed to be a new 1-mm-thick,
injection-molded soft skin (iMss) for large parts like
instrument panels (iPs), door-panel inners, and center
consoles. Developed and displayed by Kraton Corp. of
Houston, with an accompanying technical presentation
on tuesday afternoon, the iMss tPE skin is produced via
a faster, more consistent process than conventional slush
molding, provides low and globally acceptable
VOC/odor/fogging, has excellent haptics and grain def-
inition, can handle tight radii and undercuts, is low gloss,
and has no visible weldlines. Joe schulcz, Kraton auto-
motive market manager, noted that iMss skin
technology—in 75 shore a Kraton styrene ethylene buty-
lene styrene (sEBs) tPE—already has passed OEM
requirements for airbag deployment, abrasion, scuff,
cold-temperature flexibility, and heat aging without coat-
ings or paint. interesting next-generation work already
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Throughout the conference, attendees could visit a display of historic instrument panels, door panels, and exterior
trim representing two decades of evolution with olefinic and elastomeric technologies on interior and exterior
automotive components. Many of the parts on display have won either category or Grand Award honors from sis-
ter organization SPE Automotive Division’s Automotive Innovation Awards Competition or had been honored in ear-
lier Auto TPO conference part competitions. Photos by Peggy Malnati
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underway is focused on pre-molding airbag tear seams,
which would eliminate the need for post-mold laser or
knife scoring. currently, schulcz reports a slight mark
shows on the a side of skins, but researchers hope to
eliminate that.  

Marcus greger, Kraton global technical leader for iMss
technology says that the 500 MFr sEBs skin injection
molds in 60 seconds (at 2,500 tonnes clamping pressures)
versus three to four minutes for a slush-molded
polyvinylchloride (PVc) skin. the iMss compound is based
on Kraton’s new, high-flow sEBs polymer technology,
with which greger says they’ve molded viable skins as
thin as 0.8-0.9 mm. He also says they’ve reduced cycle
time to below one minute. For technology conversions,
an existing slush-molded skin design can be used with
only minor changes made to the a surface. to avoid tear-
ing thin flexible skins during ejection, air poppets are
used in place of ejector pins and a robot end-of-arm tool
removes skins from the press where it
typically would then be back-foamed in
a slush-molding tool and bonded to a
rigid substrate. iMss can reuse scrap
and production trim as long as no
polyurethane foam is attached to the
skin.

according to chris Mayville, Kraton
market development manager, at pres-
ent the iMss technology has been
molded in 1K processes for back-foam-
ing applications and 2K processes over

rigid substrates. it also could be molded in multiple colors.
the latter is especially interesting since—if formulated
without pigment—the skin is technically transparent. in
the future, that might allow two-color molding with selec-
tive transparency for ambient backlighting or for use in
smart-surface/touchscreen applications. 

thanks to its lower specific gravity (0.9 versus 1.2 for
PVc) and ability to be molded in thinner cross-sections,
iMss typically can offer a 25 to 40 percent weight savings
versus conventional slush-molded skins. the company
also claims system costs can be lower relative to com-
petitive technologies—as much as $6 to $7 per car. savings
accrue from faster cycle times compared to slush molding
that lead to processing cost reductions, as well as avoid-
ance of surface coatings and laser scoring for airbag tear
seams. additional savings could result from tool savings
at production volumes above 200,000 units. While initial
outlay for a new injection-molding tool can run as high
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Because it was Detroit, there were cars for
Auto TPO attendees to explore. Among those
were the 2019 Audi Q8 crossover utility vehi-
cle from Audi AG (left) and the 2019 Jeep
Cherokee Trailhawk sport utility vehicle (top)
from FCA US LLC. Nearby signage identified
major components molded in olefins and TPEs.
Photos by Peggy Malnati
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as $500,000 versus $125,000 for a comparable slush-
molding tool, every 16 weeks a new galvano master (from
galvanoform gesellschaft für galvanoplastik gmbH of
lahr, germany) is needed for the slush-molding process,
so the bigger and longer-running the program, the higher
the potential savings. To demonstrate the capabilities of
this new use for an established material, the team invested
in their own injection tool with the geometries of an iP
skin for a Ford Fusion midsize sedan to mold full-size
skins in Kraton SEBS. “anyone can make a plaque look
good,” adds Schulcz. “However, with this tool, we can
give someone a good feel for what the material will look
like and how it will process.” 

Other interesting technologies announced at the show
included a new low-odor, talc-filled PP grade from PolyOne
Corp. of avon lake, Ohio, called Maxxam lO that was
specially designed to help automakers meet vehicle interior
air-quality (ViaQ) standards for underhood heating/ven-
tilation/air-conditioning (HVaC) applications. The company
reports that the grade reduces VOC emissions and con-
sistently achieves odor test results of 3.0 per the VDa
270 (Verband der automobilindustrie of Berlin) Determi-
nation of the Odour Characteristics test. as countries in
various geographies enact tougher air-quality standards
for vehicle interiors, the auto industry is responding with
new chemical-emissions testing and reporting. in this
environment, products like Maxxam lO can help OEMs
reduce VOC/odor/fogging without sacrificing mechanical
performance or surface aesthetics. “We’re helping our

customers address current trends with a low odor product
that can withstand the rigors of underhood specifications,”
explains Jim Mattey, PolyOne’s global marketing director
of performance products and solutions. “This new product
underscores our commitment to formulating solutions
for tomorrow’s automotive needs.” New grades can be
customized to achieve a broad range of physical and
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Kraton Corp. attracted a lot of attention for its new 1-mm-thick, injection-molded soft skin (IMSS) technology for
large parts like instrument panels, door-panel inners, and center consoles based on Kraton’s new, high-flow SEBS
polymer. It provides low and globally acceptable VOC/odor/fogging, has excellent haptics and grain definition, is
low gloss, has no visible weldlines, and can handle tight radii and undercuts (left). To demonstrate the capabilities
of IMSS, Kraton has invested in its own injection tool to mold full-size skins (right). Courtesy of Kraton Corp.

PolyOne Corp. has introduced a new low-odor, talc-
filled polypropylene (PP) product called Maxxam LO
that was specially designed to help automakers meet
vehicle interior air-quality (VIAQ) standards for under-
hood heating/ventilation/air conditioning (HVAC)
applications. The compounds can be customized to
achieve a broad range of physical and mechanical per-
formance. Courtesy of PolyOne Corp./ThinkStockPhotos.com
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mechanical performance.
another auto TPO exhibitor introducing new technology

at the show was RTP Co. of Winona, Minn., which
announced a new line of Light and Tough (LT) compounds
said to be 5 to 10 percent lighter than conventional glass-
reinforced grades with the same resin and reinforcement
type and level, yet maintain similar or equivalent mechan-
ical and shrink properties. 

“Our LT Compounds can be drop-in replacements with-
out the cost burden associated with other options to
reduce weight,” explains Eric Lee, RTP’s general manager
of structural products. He adds that automakers can
reduce mass without sacrificing performance or surface
appearance and without making tooling modifications. 

One product that’s not new but has people in the north
american automotive industry quite interested is an inor-
ganic filler called MOs-HIgE magnesium oxysulfate
whiskers from Ube Material Industries, Ltd. of Tokyo,
according to Rosa Zhang, sales associate for functional
materials with Mitsui Plastics, Inc. of White Plains, n.Y.
as a replacement for talc, the lower-density (2.3 sg) MOs-
HIgE can reduce part wallstock 13 percent and part mass
8 percent while improving flexural modulus and providing
a smoother surface than either talc or fiberglass, trans-
lating to better surface aesthetics—and it does this at a
third lower filler levels. The company also claims it’s safer
and more environmentally friendly than talc since it’s

easily soluble and does not remain in the body if inhaled.
It has achieved both Toxic substance Control act (TsCa)
and Registration, Evaluation, authorisation and Restriction
of Chemicals (REaCH) registration in the U.s. and the
European Union, respectively. The one downside is that
MOs-HIgE changes a compound’s shrink properties and
no one in automotive wants to pay to modify tooling in
order to make a formulation change. still, demand for
MOs-HIgE is growing globally, and this spring Ube
announced the construction of a new plant in Thailand
that is due to come on stream next year. In the meantime,
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RTP Co. introduced new Light and Tough (LT) com-
pounds in glass-reinforced polypropylene (PP), poly-
butylene terephthalate (PBT), and polyamide 6/6
(PA6/6) that reduce density 5 to 10 percent but offer
similar mechanical, aesthetic, and shrink properties to
conventional glass-reinforced products. Use of hollow-
glass microspheres is credited with helping lower
compound density. Courtesy of RTP Co.

An inorganic filler called MOS-HIGE magnesium oxysul-
fate whiskers can reduce part wallstock 13 percent and
part mass 8 percent while improving flexural modulus
(top) and providing a smoother surface than either talc
or fiberglass (above) at a third lower filler levels. 
Courtesy of Ube Material Industries, Ltd.
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there should be plenty of capacity if automakers and their
suppliers are interested. Current production is 3,000
tonnes annually and the new Thai plant will add an extra
1,500 tonnes in 2019.  

The 2019 SPE Auto TPO conference is scheduled for Oct.
6 to 9 at the Marriott in Troy, Mich. For more information
on next year’s conference, visit www.4spe.org/Events.
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MOS-HIGE magnesium oxysulfate whiskers are gaining
interest as a talc replacement in materials like PP and
TPOs. Courtesy of Ube Material Industries, Ltd.
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